INTRODUCTION

Hemophagocytosis (HS) is an interesting finding that is observed in bone marrow, lymph nodes, CSF, other reticuloendothelial systems but at times is overlooked or is not incorporated in reports. Demonstration of hemophagocytosis is one criterion in the diagnosis of Hemophagocytic Lymphohistiocytosis (HLH). Aims and Objective: Hemophagocytosis as an important finding evaluated in pediatric bone marrows having different clinical diagnosis. Materials and Methods: A retrospective descriptive analysis of bone marrow aspirates of 73 patients showing any degree of hemophagocytosis (out of 440 bone marrow aspirates) retrieved from the archives of Department of Pathology during the period from May 2017 to May 2020 were included in the study. Only those cases where microscopic examination revealed hemophagocytosis (73 cases) were included in the study. Results: On analysing the data of 73 bone marrow aspirate 11 (1 Primary, 10 secondary) cases were confirmed clinicopathologically as Hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis, 9 cases (2 metastasis, 4 infective, 1 acute leukemia, 1 nutritional deficiency and 1 Hypocellular marrow with degenerative changes) were not suspected to have HLH clinically however showed features of increased serum ferritin >500mg/dl and bone marrow aspirate hemophagocytosis, favouring a diagnosis of secondary HLH (WHO 2004) Conclusion: We present a spectrum of differential diagnosis presenting with hemophagocytosis in pediatric population and its clinico-biochemical correlation assessing progression to HLH.
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Background: Hemophagocytosis (HS) is an interesting finding that is observed in bone marrow, lymph nodes, CSF, other reticuloendothelial systems but at times is overlooked or is not incorporated in reports. It is defined as engulfment of erythrocytes, leukocytes, platelets, and their precursors by the histiocytes either in the bone marrow or in other parts of the reticuloendothelial system. However, the presence of hemophagocytosis may be associated with variety of conditions including infections (bacterial, viral or fungal), autoimmune, neoplasms or some storage disorders. Hemophagocytosis may also be seen occasionally in post chemotherapy marrow. 

Exaggeration of the basic functions of a macrophage leads to its over-activation with increase in the phagocytic activity where a macrophage engulfs not only cell debris but also intact cells of any lineage. 

Demonstration of hemophagocytosis is one criterion in the diagnosis of Hemophagocytic Lymphohistiocytosis (HLH). Very few studies have reported pediatric hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis even when it is not a rare disease. HLH is a distinct clinical entity in which excessive uncontrolled activation, proliferation of T-cells and macrophages occur and is often proves fatal if not treated. First described in 1939 by Scott and Robb-Smith as a histiocytic...
hemophagocytosis, a neoplastic proliferation of histiocytes, this syndrome has since then been given several other denominations, including hemophagocytic histiocytosis, histiocytic disorder, macrophage activation syndrome, and reactive hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis (HLH). Hemophagocytic syndromes occur commonly secondary to bacterial or viral infections. They either occur in previously healthy individuals or as a terminal complication in patients with altered immune response. The primary form of HLH is a fatal disease if untreated.

Since the Indian data is very limited specially in paediatric population on hemophagocytosis in bone marrow, we retrospectively analysed the pediatric bone marrow aspirates from the archives of department of pathology.

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

A retrospective descriptive analysis of bone marrow aspirates of 73 patients [out of 440 bone marrow aspirates] retrieved from the archives of Department of Pathology during the period from May 2017 to May 2020 were included in the study. All cases with any degree of hemophagocytosis reported in bone marrow aspirate smears were part of analysed. Clinical information was obtained from the requisition forms sent with the bone marrow samples. The slides were stained with Romanowsky stain, haematoxylin and eosin and special stains like PAS and Perl's stain where ever needed. Ziehl-Neelson Stain for Acid fast bacilli was also done where suspected.

The bone marrow aspirate smears were examined by 4 independent pathologists to remove any bias in the study. Presence or absence of any degree of hemophagocytosis was noted and matched clinically and biochemically. All cases showing hemophagocytosis were included in the study. Cases with a previously diagnosed HLH who were on follow up were excluded.

**RESULTS**

The results of analysing the clinical, biochemical and pathological findings in the above data we tabulated as follows:

On analysing the data of 73 bone marrow aspirate cases for clinical and pathological findings it is seen that 11 (1 Primary, 10 secondary) out of 73 cases were confirmed clinically as well as on aspirate examination and by correlation with serum ferritin as Hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis, 9 cases (2 metastasis, 4 infective, 1 acute leukemia, 1 nutritional deficiency and 1 Hypocellular marrow with degenerative changes) were not suspected to have HLH clinically however showed features of increased serum ferritin >500mg/dl and bone marrow aspirate hemophagocytosis, favouring a diagnosis of secondary HLH (WHO 2004) However, there was no clinical suspicion of HLH in these 09 cases and their presence could be explained as co-existing pathology with the primary disease process (Table 1). In the Table 1 cases tabulated under acute leukemia had a recently diagnosed case of leukemia those presented with respiratory complaints and was COVID positive. She presented with features of secondary HLH and biopsy showed clusters of macrophages with hemophagocytosis. These findings had initially masked the morphology of the blasts, which resembled virocytes and we discuss this case here to bring out the importance of a pediatric case presenting as HLH which was actually had acute leukemia (Figures 1-7).

In primary HLH (Griscelli’s syndrome), the patient progressed to involvement of the CNS on subsequent follow ups.

It is seen that it is easier to morphologically delineate debris laden, hemosiderin laden macrophages from hemophagocytosis in marrow aspirates than in bone marrow biopsies. Also an important point to keep in mind is that processing and reporting of biopsies can take up to minimum 3 days while processing and reporting of bone marrow aspirates/Imprint can be done as early as 2 hrs. Hence, we analysed the bone marrow aspirate smears for other features apart from Hemophagocytosis which were present in the aspirate smears and those findings are tabulated below in Table 2.

The above table highlights other significant findings seen in the bone marrow aspirates examined which accompanied hemophagocytosis (Table 2).

We used Perl’s stain to detect iron storage levels in the 20 cases where hemophagocytosis with increased ferritin levels were seen to assess iron storage levels and found that Grade 4 iron stores were seen in 2 out of 4 cases of confirmed HLH. However, grade 2 iron stores was seen in one suspected case of HLH while a case of megaloblastic anemia with hemophagocytosis showed grade 1 iron stores.

**DISCUSSION**

The syndrome of hemophagocytosis has to be first recognized as a primary or secondary process. It has also been associated with a variety of viral, bacterial, fungal, and parasitic infections, as well as with collagen-vascular diseases and malignancies, particularly T-cell malignancies. The association between HS and infection is important because both sporadic and familial
cases of HLH are often precipitated by acute infections; HLH mimics overwhelming infectious sepsis, misleading diagnosis and may obscure the diagnosis of precipitating treatable infectious illnesses, including visceral leishmaniasis and tuberculosis.9-13 The diagnosis of HLH can be made if there is a family history of HLH or evidence of genetic defects or if 5/8 clinicopathological criteria are fulfilled.14 Etiopathogenesis of HLH is explained in many papers as response to infection, innate and adaptive elements of the immune system to clear the pathogen and generate memory cells of adaptive immunity.15,16 In a physiologic (normal) situation, triggering of the immune system by an intracellular organism leads to transient activation and expansion of the lymphohistiocytic compartment.
Transient production of interferon-α (INF-α) leads to transient expansion and activation of both the lymphocyte and macrophage compartments. The intensity of the immune response depends on the type of infecting antigen, its structure, dose, localization, and duration of infection in the host. Once the initial infection has been cleared, control of the response in normal individuals results in contraction of the immune system and a return to baseline for both lymphoid and macrophage lineages, with generation of a few memory T and B cells.\textsuperscript{17,18}

While studying the 73 cases retrospectively, we saw that 2 out of the 11 cases where HLH was clinically confirmed had lymphopenia which could be because of viral or even bacterial infection such as typhoid. Later on typhoid serology came positive and secondary HLH due to typhoid was confirmed. One case of Griscelli’s syndrome was diagnosed post clinic-pathological and biochemical correlation and the findings of microscopic examination of patient’s hair strands as well as molecular analysis. Unfortunately, the patient expired as HLH progressed with involvement of the CNS, where his CSF showed marked hemophagocytic activity in large activated macrocytes.
Most cases on peripheral smears presented with cytopenias, few of them clinically were suspected as HLH. We had a single case 21 day old male infant [postoperative follow up] with thrombocytopenia on CBC, which was our youngest case showing hemophagocytosis in peripheral smear. As seen in all other studies, we also saw that infection was the most important reason for HLH. In one study done on 25 marrows all showed the presence of hemophagocytosis. Clinical features and presence of cytopenia are important diagnostic criteria for HLH and can be helpful in discriminating hemophagocytosis due to infection and other causes from hemophagocytosis due to HLH.

Multiple studies acknowledge the occurrence of secondary HLH in hematolymphoid malignancies and also as a consequence of chemotherapy [iitrogenic immunosuppression]. In a study of six patients with HLH the presence of hemophagocytosis in the bone marrow had a sensitivity of 83% in detecting HLH. In our study we also diagnosed a 15 year old female who presented with features of pancytopenia and respiratory distress, diagnosed as COVID-19 positive ,not responding to treatment, as ALL with hemophagocytosis when a bone marrow aspirate and biopsy were performed. The presence of hemophagocytosis in the bone marrow aspirates should be the guiding principle for further workup to rule out HLH.

We analysed other features present in a marrow showing hemophagocytosis whether qualifying for HLH or not and observed features like eosinophilia, monocytois. Features of erythroid hyperplasia, megaloblastic changes, dyspoiesis were also seen. This is similar to previous literature where associated bone marrow findings observed in the study including dysplasia, normoblastic erythroid hyperplasia or hypocellular marrow which may be due to the primary disease. An important finding that was observed in the study was that hemophagocytosis was of moderate to severe grade (2+ to 3+) in HLH cases showing hemophagocytosis on bone marrow examination and may prompt for other investigations to confirm HLH. Few authors have observed in their study that 58% of patients with HLH had at least one hemophagocytosis per 500 nucleated cells and concluded that the number of hemophagocytosis at initial bone marrow aspirate is low and variable and should be reported.

Hence, we saw that although HLH is clinically diagnosed entity fair number of times close examination of the bone marrow aspirate may give an idea about an impending HLH and the a thorough clinico-serological evaluation of such patients should be done. We have tried to summarise our experience in the field of pediatric hemophagocytosis observed in bone marrow aspirates in this study.

**Take home message**

The importance of thorough examination of bone marrow aspirate (minimum 3smears) to pick up hemophagocytosis which can point to an impending HLH has been highlighted here. Clinico-pathological correlation is of great relevance in any case where even one cell showing hemophagocytosis is seen. Hemophagocytosis is a nonspecific finding while examining bone marrow aspirate smears. In most cases, it is not clinically taken significant unless it is one among HLH criteria. Pathologists play a critical role in diagnostic work up of both clinically suspected as well as non-suspected cases in confirming or ruling out HLH as finding of hemophagocytosis in bone marrow aspirate [low cost test] is one of the criteria for diagnosis.
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